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Abstract—Educational computer-based competition environments need to be designed with a set of features that enhance the learning process. Although recently some frameworks for the design of educational computer-based systems (e.g., educational gamification), they do not focus on the details of the competition. Therefore, the design of educational computer-based competition environments is still an open issue. We propose the 4NESS framework for the design of such competition environments. This framework classifies the competition features into four dimensions: easiness, fairness, awareness, and adaptiveness. We designed the ISCARE educational computer-based competition environment implementing these four dimensions to evaluate and validate some included features for competition, and conducted experiments during three consecutive years. Students considered the computer-based competition environment with the proposed features, including a modification of the Swiss system, to be very easy to use, fair for pairing students, moderately fair for calculating scores, with good awareness of their state during the competition and that of their peers, and with contents of appropriate level, especially for the group working with adaptive contents. Adaptation of contents made students increase their learning gains in 0.5 sigmas during the competition. Pairings were seen as with students of similar levels. And final scores were moderately fair: while the order tends to be similar as compared to the results in the post-test, students’ grades with high performance tend to be lower in the competition environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Competition has traditionally been used in many different areas, such as sports and gaming. The use of competition in education is, however, a controversial topic. There are authors who support that competition only brings bad consequences and should be avoided in the classroom [1]. One of the main criticisms for using competition in the classroom is that it promotes in learners the achievement of one’s own goals, even though this may cause negative emotions on classmates [2], such as anxiety for getting good results, or frustration on people who lose [3][4][5]. Moreover, theories of social identity manifest that those participants who are part of a group may give preferential treatment to others when they are perceived to be in the same ingroup, forcing direct competition with those from the outgroup [6][7]. For this reason, computer-based competition environments have been generally underappreciated in education in favor of collaborative environments, where the importance is on the goal achieved by a team of students [8].

However, computer-based competition environments have also reported significant positive effects in many studies, increasing learners’ performance [9][10] and motivation [11][12][13]. Moreover, different features to try to mitigate negative emotions, such as anxiety and frustration, while using computer-based competition environments have been implemented and evaluated with successful results. Examples of these features are the introduction of virtual pets instead of the own students’ images [3], the combination of competition with cooperation or collaboration [14][15][16], or the assignment of opponents with a similar knowledge level using the Equal Opportunity Tactic (EOT) approach [17].

The introduction of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) for managing and enabling competition in education can help to improve the learning experience and alleviate the negative issues that may derive from the use of computer-based competition environments in the classroom. Actually, there are already tutors in the literature that implement competition in several ways. Some of them are incorporated into existing tools, such as Cool-it ([18], which is integrated in Matlab and compares students’ solutions with respect to an ideal one, giving students a level of achievement. There are other tutors that are based on game boards, such as Joyce [19], where students’ advancement on the board depends on answering questions correctly. Another example tutor is QUEST [9], which applies collaboration in addition to the competition, giving scores depending on the time to answer compared to the opponents.

Arguably, the use of computer-based competition environments generates a substantial discrepancy in the
educational community. And although the effect of computer-based competition environments on students’ emotions has been extensively analyzed in the literature, there is still no agreement on the appropriate way to design computer-based competition environments for education. It is therefore necessary to gain insights into the design principles to be followed by environments that support competition in education, as well as into the effect of different features included in these environments. In particular, it is necessary to gain insights into the effect of design principles and different features on a) students’ satisfaction; b) students’ final rankings; and c) students’ learning gains.

In general, the design of educational computer-based competition environments is an open issue. In the last years, several frameworks have been proposed for the design of some educational computer-based systems such as educational games. For example, authors in [20] proposed three different components: motivation, learning and gaming. Similarly, authors in [21] enumerate different learning mechanics. Based on these frameworks, different computer-based educational games have been designed and evaluated, such as shopC [22], or the one proposed in [23]. However, these are frameworks that focus specifically on educational games, and do not enter into details about how the competition should be designed. There is a need for frameworks that help in the design and analysis of computer-based competition environments, such as which type of competition might be better, the fairness, or if the adaptation of contents can work in combination with the competition. Only some aspects of the competition in education have been studied such as the fact that problem solving attitude and creative thinking are the top skills that can be reinforced with competition environments [24].

Therefore, there is a need for studying all the aspects related to the design of computer-based competition environments. This paper gathers design principles and features for educational computer-based competition environments in four main dimensions under the 4NESS framework. These four dimensions are: easiness, fairness, awareness, and adaptiveness. Next, specific implementations of these four dimensions are provided in an example computer-based competition environment, named ISCARE. This environment is used in real educational settings, and serves as the base to analyze and compare the effect of the implementation of these dimensions on computer-based competition environments. This allows us to infer conclusions about the effect of design principles and different features on computer-based competition environments. These features would not be feasible to implement without a computer, since e.g., the proposed modification of the Swiss system requires a computational power. Specifically, the main research questions are the following:

1) Is a specific design of a computer-based competition environment easy to use?
2) Which type of competition system do students prefer and do they consider fair their scoring and adaptive matching?
3) Were students aware of their rankings and of the evolution of their opponents in live during their interaction with the competition environment?
4) What is the difference on learning gains when using the competition with adaptation of contents with respect to not adapting the contents?

2 4NESS

4NESS is a design framework that aims to cover four main dimensions that should be present in educational computer-based competition environments in order for students to get a pleasant experience and increase their motivation and learning. These four dimensions come from different fields that have impact on the design of educational computer-based competition environments, and are: easiness, fairness, awareness and adaptiveness (see Figure 1). Easiness comes from the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) field, as technologies that are easy to use are more likely to be adopted [25], and is included in the framework since the aim is to design computer-based environments with a high acceptance. Fairness comes from the psychology field, as procedural justice is related to learner motivation [26], and is included in the framework since the aim is to design educational competition environments that promote motivation for all learners using them. Awareness comes from the education field, as self-awareness fosters student reflection, which is a mechanism to enhance learning [27], and is included in the framework since the aim is to design effective educational environments. Adaptiveness comes from the ITS field, as it helps to deal with a wide variety of students with different goals by personalizing instruction [28], and is included in the framework since the aim is to design computer-based competition environments that can be tailored to learner’s needs.

Easiness refers to the property of simplicity (ease) of use of a computer-based environment in terms of end-user satisfaction with such environment to achieve a certain goal. The ease of use is one of the main aspects studied by HCI, which seeks to improve the usability of computer interfaces and systems in general [25]. Educational computer-based environments, in general, must be easy to use and easy to learn so that learners can incorporate them seamlessly into the suite of tools they use as part of their learning process. The ease of use of a certain technology has an important impact on the cognitive load of the learner, which is the amount of information the learner must process to complete a task using the given technology [29]. The easier the use of the technology, the lower the cognitive load and, in general, the faster the learner can complete the task [30]. Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) aims to decrease extraneous cognitive load [31], so that learners can focus on the primary task, instead of devoting great efforts in trying to understand how the technology they are using works. The design of computer-based competition environments should take best practices learned from the HCI field in the design of computer-based environments, and from
the CLT field in the design of educational computer-based environments. In the case of educational computer-based competition environments the dimension of easiness can be implemented, for instance, in a clear and attractive graphical user interface that includes only the key functionality students need to compete against each other.

Fairness refers to the property by which students consider that the bases of the competition are established looking for social justice, considering developed skills and acquired knowledge of the individuals with respect to the group of competitors. The fairness in the bases of the competition includes: the fairness in the type of tournaments, the fairness in the pairings, and the fairness in the scoring systems. Regarding the type of tournament, elimination tournaments (knockout) allow ensuring a winner within a few rounds even for a large number of participants, and promote the belief that less skilled participants can end up higher in the ranking [32]. Round-robin tournaments (all-play-all) are typically considered as fairer than elimination tournaments, in the sense that more-able students are more likely to win, although round-robin tournaments become impractical as the number of competitors becomes larger [33]. Swiss-system tournaments are an alternative non-elimination approach aimed at reducing the number of rounds in round-robin tournaments. Regarding pairings, highly unbalanced pairings tend to be seen as unfair, and can cause discouragement and frustration in less-able students [17]. In order to reduce these negative feelings and make fairer pairings, [17] proposed Equal Opportunity Tactic (EOT) for competition in education, achieving a reduction in the effect of individual ability difference on the perceived performance between more-able and less-able students.

Finally, regarding the scoring system, fairness can be improved considering the actual performance of each opponent and the type of victory (narrow, overwhelming, etc.), instead of only giving points to the winner.

Awareness refers to the property of the educational computer-based competition environment by which the student is constantly receiving meaningful information of his own progress and of his progress compared to the peers, as learners often wish to know their work is of the same level as that of their peers. A successful awareness strategy relies on collecting low-level information from the computer-based environment, processing this information, and showing appropriate visualizations to the learner [34]. Awareness is intended to foster three additional stages in the learning process: reflection (the learner asking questions based on the visualized data), sense-making (the learner answering these questions) and impact (the learning changing his behavior, if he considers it is necessary) [34]. The visualization of data is intended to increase learners’ self-reflection and is especially useful in self-regulated learning contexts, where the learner is in control of his own learning process [35]. The visualization of data for awareness purposes in the case of educational computer-based competition environments can include, for example, the absolute position of the learner in the leaderboard, and the relative position among peers with similar level of knowledge. Other examples of relevant data for the learner are, for example, the temporary restrictions that apply when competing, e.g., the remaining time for himself (or the opponent) to answer the questions.

Adaptiveness refers to the property by which the educational computer-based competition environment changes its behavior to tailor to each student needs, getting information from the student himself and from the competition he is running; this can include, for example, adapting the questions delivered to competitors to their level of knowledge of the subject. Research on adaptive hypermedia defines different types and techniques of adaptiveness [36][37] which can be applied to computer-based competition environments with the aim to provide intelligence to the learning process and contribute to the improvement of learning effectiveness. This improvement of learning effectiveness through adaptiveness has been extensively demonstrated in the case of ITSs with increases of sigmas in learning within the range from 0.3 to 1.7 (with respect to traditional instruction with no tutoring) [38]. Other interesting comparisons can be applied between different versions of the same ITS or different ITSs, such as tutor strategies to prevent gaming the system [39]. Furthermore, several studies reported on the effectiveness of learning with specific ITSs, such as PACT tutor [40] or AutoTutor [41], measuring the difference between a post-test and a pre-test, but without a comparison with other instructional methodologies or ITSs. There are several evaluations involving competition ITSs, but much more effort should be done for analyzing their effectiveness in terms of learning gains and comparison with different situations. The study in [42] reported a survey on students’ own learning perception of computer-based competition environments, obtaining positive results. The work in [9] analyzed students’ satisfaction and achievement between experimental group with competition and control group, obtaining better final grades for the competition group,
but without using a pre-test and post-test methodology. Finally, adaptiveness has not only been applied to ITSs but also to Learning Management Systems (LMSs), such as in Moodle, where Artificial Intelligence techniques are applied for adaptation without providing competition features [43], or as in [42].

3 A COMPUTER-BASED COMPETITION ENVIRONMENT EXAMPLE: ISCARE

ISCARE (Information System for Competition based on Problem solving in Education) [44] is a competition environment developed for educational purposes and includes the four dimensions of the 4NESS framework. Table 1 presents the main features of the ISCARE competition environment and how these relate to the dimensions defined in the 4NESS framework.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of a student interacting with ISCARE. The left frame presents one by one the questions that the student has to answer. The questions can be multiple choice (several answers and one is correct), multiple response (several answers and several are correct) and fill in the blank. Students can receive feedback about correct or incorrect resolution after answering each question. The questions cannot only be to memorize concepts but they can involve thinking and reasoning about different issues. Students can learn while solving the different questions.

The right frame of Figure 2 shows competitors main information. The top frame shows context information about the tournament, round and number of problems to be solved in the round. According to the screenshot, this is the third round of the tournament and, therefore, each student has already competed against two other opponents in previous rounds. The competition is synchronous for each round, i.e. all students compete at the same moment for each round, so all students should be online at the same established moment.

In each round, each student can obtain two points: one depending on the number of right answers and one depending on the outcome of the competition against the opponent on a five-level system (overwhelming victory, narrow victory, draw, narrow defeat, overwhelming defeat). Thus, after round 2, each student can have obtained a maximum of 4 points in the tournament. Competitors in round 3 are those with the closest scoring after round 2. Each student can see his opponents’ progress on live in real time in a synchronous way (identifier, name, tournament points, round points and progress solving exercises). This way, there is a type of interaction between both users, which can see their evolution on real time. At present, other real time interactions of the students (e.g. by chat or collaborative activities) are not implemented but would be a nice future work to explore.

After each round, each student is aware of his/her global progress on the tournament and the different finished round results (with the scoring). Each student can also be aware of the progress of all the participants. But in addition, the student is also aware of his/her learning progress and the opponent in real time during the active round, since the student can see his/her scoring evolution on the current round and the active current exercise. This information changes dynamically after each student attempt.

From Figure 2, time left is 6 minutes and 24 seconds for both students at this moment. All students have the same total time for solving questions in each round. Student with id 100052714 is solving the sixth question and has obtained 1 out of 15 points until that moment, while student with id 1000052718 has not started solving questions yet. When the round finishes, each student will be able to see his absolute and relative position in the overall rankings of that round and of the global tournament. A complete description of ISCARE can be seen in [44].

4 MATERIAL AND METHODS

4.1 Experimental Design

![Fig. 2. A student interacting with ISCARE competition environment.](image-url)
The ISCARE competition environment was used to support learners of a course named Computer Architecture Laboratory during three consecutive editions. Computer Architecture Laboratory is a fourth-year course in the Telecommunication Engineering degree at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Spain. This course covers topics related to computer architecture, including shell script, makefile, system calls, and the FAT file system. It has approximately 28 hours of classes distributed in 14 sessions. The course is very practical, with only four hours of classes distributed in 14 sessions. During practical sessions, students are provided with practical exercises that they have to solve and submit for evaluation.

### 4.2 Participants

Participants in the experiment were students from three consecutive editions of Computer Architecture Laboratory. A total of 13 students from year 1, 38 students from year 2, and 28 students from year 3, interacted with the ISCARE competition environment (N = 79). Most of the students were between 21 and 23 years old. We consider that a student participated in the experiment if he/she interacted with ISCARE. Nevertheless, not all the students who interacted with ISCARE filled in the final survey or took the pre-test and post-test used for evaluating the experience, as these were optional activities carried out at the beginning or end of the sessions.

### 4.3 Setup of the Experience for each Edition

Table 2 shows a summary of the setup for the three editions of Computer Architecture Laboratory, including similarities and differences. The number of sessions for the experiment was two in the first edition (4 hours) and one for the last two editions (2 hours each). The first edition had one tournament with five rounds (shell script, makefile, system calls, FAT file system, and an overall review of all topics), while the second and third editions had one tournament as well, but only with the first four rounds. There were two main reasons for the removal of the fifth round in the last two editions: one reason was to be able to do everything in just one session and in a controlled setting (this way we can remove external effects such as students studying between the first and the second sessions); another reason was that most students solved correctly most of the exercises in the fifth round, so this round did not seem to add new skills.

The number of exercises per round was 12 in all cases, and the time to solve all the exercises was 10 minutes per round. In the three editions students filled in a survey about the experiment and the implementation of the four dimensions from 4NESS in ISCARE. The last two editions included also a pre-test and a post-test, because we wanted to compare learning gains in two different scenarios: without adaptation of contents (year 2) and with adaptation of contents (year 3). It is important to note that in all the editions students were monitored by teachers during the sessions so that they could not cheat (e.g., copying from each other or browsing the Web) while using the competition environment. In addition, it is important to note that the proposed questions in ISCARE, as well as in the pre-test and post-test usually required reasoning on the concepts and they cannot only be usually solved by memorization of a previous answer to a question. For example, a first multiple choice question can ask about a shell script loop using one example, while a second question can also ask about the shell script loop concept but using a different example. Memorizing the answer to the first question does not guarantee that the student will answer correctly the second question. Instead, the important thing is understanding the underlying concept and reasoning on it. The student might acquire the concept solving the first question because he/she can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Year 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of exercises/hours</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of rounds</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time per round (minutes)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of exercises per round</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of a final survey</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of pre-test and post-test</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive questions (adaptness)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Methodology

A survey was designed to evaluate the meaningfulness of the experience and the implementation of the four dimensions of the 4NESS framework in ISCAR. The survey included a set of statements that had to be assessed by students using a 7-Likert scale. The 7-Likert scale is widely used in the literature and has several advantages over the 5-Likert scale [43], such as a more accurate measure. We used students’ answers to the survey from the three editions (years 1, 2 and 3).

The final classification of students in the competition environment (rankings) contributed to the assessment of fairness, particularly of fairness in the scoring system and fairness in adaptive matching: to see if students were really paired with other students with similar knowledge level. Rankings from the 38 students in year 2 were used for this assessment, as this year had the highest number of participants. Students from different editions shall not be merged in a ranking analysis.

A pre-test and post-test design was used to compare learning gains and contribute to the assessment of adativeness (adaptive questions) in the competition environment.

This comparison was done between year 2 and year 3, as these two years share the main experimental setup (i.e., one session and four rounds). A total of 32 and 25 learners took the pre-test and post-test in year 2 and year 3, respectively.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 General students’ satisfaction with the experience and competition environment

Students filled in a survey containing three direct statements about their general satisfaction with the experience and with the competition environment. These three statements were intended to find out whether the learning context was meaningful to them, and so, to confirm the validity of the case study as a testbed for this research. A 7-Likert scale was used in the three statements, ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 7 (totally agree). Table 3 shows these statements and the results. Results show that, in general, students liked and were satisfied with the experience (M=5.39, SD=1.42), would like to repeat the experience (M=5.17, SD=1.66) and liked the competition environment (M=5.49, SD=1.48). These results show that competition driven by a computer-based environment that implements the four dimensions of the 4NESS framework can represent a satisfactory experience for students.

5.2 Evaluation of different features of the competition environment

This subsection evaluates the implementation of the four dimensions of 4NESS in computer-based competition environments. This evaluation is intended to gain insights on whether the four dimensions had the desired effect on students. In addition, these results allow comparing students’ perceptions on some dimensions with respect to others, which can give a hint of the features that work better for computer-based competition environments, and the ones that should be changed or adapted according to students’ perceptions.

5.2.1 Easiness

A statement in the survey was presented to the students to evaluate the implementation of the easiness in the competition environment, as defined in Table 1. Table 4 presents the results of students’ answers. Students perceived the environment as easy to use (M=5.97, SD=1.13), which validates the implementation of the easiness dimension in the competition environment.

5.2.2 Fairness

The implementation of fairness in the competition environment includes three features, as defined in Table 1. Table 5 presents the set of statements used to evaluate these three features. The first two statements refer to the Swiss system implemented in the competition environment, rather than an eliminatory or round-robin system. However, while the preference is clear against an eliminatory system (M=5.78, SD=1.35), it is not so strong against a league system (M=4.66, SD=1.63). It is noteworthy the trade-off regarding the selection of the system and the number of participants, as round-robin systems become impractical as the number of students increases, due to the large number of rounds. A combination of the adaptation of Swiss system used here with some type of league (e.g., grouping students in groups of five according to their classification) might be implemented to try to improve students’ perceptions.
The matching algorithm was well assessed (M=5.58, SD=1.29), as students perceived that their opponents had a similar knowledge level. It is important to note that in the first round students are paired randomly, while in subsequent rounds the competition environment gets more and more information to provide fairer pairings.

The scoring system was moderately positively assessed by students (M=4.62, SD=1.70). However, the answers to this statement showed high diversity. Some redefinition of the scoring system might be considered to try to increase students’ perceptions of fairness about the scoring system.

Among the 38 students who interacted with the ISCARE competition environment in year 2, the grades in the environment and the grades in the post-test of 32 of them were taken into account for the complementary analysis of fairness, as well as for the analysis of adaptiveness (subsection 5.2.4). These 32 students were the ones who completed the pre-test, post-test, final exam, and survey question about adaptiveness. The remaining six students interacted with the ISCARE competition environment, but were not taken into account in this complementary analysis as they did not complete one or more of the aforementioned tests and questions.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between students’ final grades in the competition environment (X-axis) with respect to students’ final grades in the post-test (Y-axis).

Based on these results, we can observe a general tendency according to which students’ grades in the competition environment are related with students’ grades in the post-test. However, there are several factors that prevent this relationship from being higher.

- There are several students with high grades in the post-test (some of them even got the maximum grade of 10 points). However, it is very difficult to get the maximum grade in the competition environment due to the scoring system. For example, if several students master the whole syllabus of the course, they will still lose 0.5 points in each match in case of tie.
- The exercises in the competition environment for this study case were of a level of difficulty such that, on average, more than half of the exercises were solved correctly by the students. As one point of the scoring is obtained from the resolution of exercises and one point of the scoring is obtained from the match result, then, on average, students lost more points due to their results against the opponent than due to answering incorrectly. For this case, a possible solution would be to include a correction coefficient to increase students’ global scores.
- The scoring system tends to increase the grade of students with a lower level. For example, two students that are paired together but that do not answer correctly any of the questions would still receive 0.5 points each.

The Pearson correlation between students’ final grades in the post-test and the average of opponents’ final grades in the post-test is 0.405. The fact that this relationship is not higher can be explained by the low number of rounds played (four). The first round assigns pairings randomly, and a minimum number of rounds are required to get to match students of similar levels. There is, however, a trade-off for the total number of rounds: a large number does not allow conducting a controlled experiment, while a low number does not guarantee fair pairings.

All in all, the positive answers of learners to the statements, together with the analysis of students’ post-test grades and students’ grades in the competition environment allow to validate the implementation of the fairness dimension in the competition environment, but indicating that this dimension is moderately fair, and that a correction factor may be included to increase fairness regarding the scoring system.

### 5.2.3 Awareness

The implementation of awareness in the competition environment includes two features, rankings and opponents’ progress, as defined in Table 1. Table 6 presents the statement used to evaluate each of these two features.

Students liked to see the rankings and classification of all the class after each round (M=5.18, SD=1.00). Students also assessed positively the possibility of seeing their own evolution together with their opponent evolution while they are solving the exercises (M=5.70, SD=1.60). The positive answers of learners to these statements validate the implementation of the awareness dimension in the

**TABLE 5**

Students’ answers about the fairness of the competition environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I like this tournament type more than an</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elimination system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like this tournament type more than a</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>round-robin system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The opponents I played against were of a</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>similar level as me</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I consider the scoring system used as fair</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Students’ grades in the competition environment (X-axis) versus students’ grades in the post-test (Y-axis).](image-url)
competition environment.

5.2.4 Adaptiveness
Adaptiveness was implemented in the competition environment by presenting students questions adapted to their level of knowledge on that particular topic. The implementation of this dimension in the competition environment is validated through a statement that student assessed, and through students’ learning gains using a pre-test/post-test design with control and experimental groups. Students in the experimental group received questions adapted to their level of knowledge, while students in the control group received random questions.

First of all, students were asked about their perception related to the questions they answered using the competition environment. Table 7 shows the results for the experimental and control groups. The mean for students in the experimental group was 5.56 (SD=0.62), while the mean for the students in the control group was 4.84 (SD=1.51). Applying a one-tailed independent t-test for this variable between both groups (t=2.29, p=0.013, df=49.77), there is a statistically significant difference in favor of the experimental group. So, as expected, there is a more favorable opinion of the appropriateness of the difficulty level of the exercises to solve when there is an adaptation of the exercises, and students were able to perceive it.

Learning gains were calculated using the formulas in [46] for the cases in which a student got a post-test grade higher than his pre-test grade (formula a), and in which a student got a post-test grade lower than his pre-test grade (formula b). Therefore, learning gains will range within the interval [-1, 1]. Having a better post-test score was the most common case: 23 out of 25 for the experimental group, and 27 out of 32 for the control group. The formulas for calculating learning gains are the following: formula a (top) and formula b (down)

\[
\frac{(\text{post} - \text{pre})}{10 - \text{pre}} \quad (a)
\]

\[
\frac{(\text{post} - \text{pre})}{\text{pre}} \quad (b)
\]

The means of learning gains for the experimental group (group with adaptive questions) and for the control group (group with random questions) are 0.68 and 0.41 respectively. Applying an independent t-test between learning gains for experimental group and control group led to a statistically significant difference between both groups in favor of the experimental group (t=2.39 p=0.010, df=54.71). A learning increase of 0.55 sigmas is obtained in favor of the experimental group.

The mean of the pre-test for the control group was 6.90 (SD=1.65), while the mean for the experimental group was 6.88 (SD=1.79). Applying an independent t-test between the pre-test of control and experimental groups (t=0.057, p=0.954, df=49.64) showed no statistically significant difference between students’ initial knowledge level in both groups. The high scores on the pre-test for both groups can be explained because both pre-test and post-test were part of the the continuous evaluation and students knew it in advance, so they took these tests seriously and studied previously to the session.

A Pearson correlation between learning gains and the appropriateness of the difficulty level of exercises revealed that there is a statistically significant relationship between both variables (r=0.469, p=0.001), so as students learning gains were higher, their perceptions about the appropriateness of the difficulty level of exercises increases. This relationship is higher for the experimental group (r=0.468) than for the control group (r=0.282). This can be explained because as exercises are adapted to their knowledge level, students of the experimental group better perceive the appropriateness of the difficulty level of exercises, regardless of the learning gains they obtained.

When the adaptation capabilities of exercises are used in the competition environment, learning gains increase, and the opinions of students about the appropriateness of the difficulty level of exercises are better. The answers of learners to the statement, together with the pre-test/post-test analysis validate the implementation of the adaptiveness dimension in the competition environment, resulting computer-based competition environments that implement this dimension more effective than those which do not. Adaptation of exercises within the ISCARE competition environment resulted better, in terms of learning gains, than not using the adaptation capability. It is important to note that both (control and experimental) groups included adaptation of matches as a fairer way to pair students with a similar knowledge level (fairness dimension), and therefore the adaptiveness dimension only refers to exercises here.

6 CONCLUSION
The discrepancy on the use of computer-based competition environments in education is considerable,
with some papers claiming on their drawbacks, especially regarding dimensions, negative feelings and predisposition to the formation of groups that favor peers belonging to the group versus those who are outside the group, and other papers highlighting their benefits for the learning process. We think that competition in education can be good but only if there are the adequate features during the learning process. An open issue is how to design properly competition features for computer environments. This paper sheds some light on the use of computer-based competition environments in education analyzing the effect of different features of computer-based competition environments and comparing these features in four dimensions that conform the 4NESS framework: easiness, fairness, awareness and adaptiveness. These four dimensions are particularized and implemented in a competition environment named ISCARE, which has been used to promote students’ learning and motivation for three consecutive years of a course on Computer Architecture Laboratory. It is noteworthy that the 4NESS framework is not intended to be exhaustive covering each and every one of the possible dimensions of educational computer-based competition environments, but to try to simplify design decisions for technology providers with four main dimensions to take into account.

Although the results obtained from this case study are limited by the particular context of use (e.g., area of knowledge and students’ profiles), the experience of using ISCARE throughout the three years in a course on Computer Architecture Laboratory has been found meaningful by learners, validating the pertinence of this study. The implementation of the four dimensions in ISCARE with specific features of the competition using a modification of the Swiss system of competition is positively evaluated according to students’ satisfaction collected through a survey (four dimensions), easiness to use the environment (easiness dimension), students’ final rankings in the competition environment and in the course (fairness dimension), students’ awareness regarding rankings and opponents evolution in live (awareness dimension), and students’ learning gains through control and experimental groups (adaptiveness dimension).

In addition, as far as we know, the effect of adaptiveness on learning gains has not been previously studied for computer-based competition environments. This work shows that the adaptation of exercises produced an increase of 0.5 sigmas comparing the group with adaptive questions (experimental group) and the group with random questions (control group). This result is consistent with learning gains obtained when comparing the adaptive condition in ITSs that do not include competition [38]. We would like to remark that many previous works studied the impact on learning gains of adaptive questions (see e.g., [47]) and there is a review that includes comparison of learning gains involving educational systems with adaptation of questions [38]. But the novelty regarding this aspect is that none of these systems and studies included the competition element. Even if the studied adaptation condition is on the exercises, the fact of having a competition might (or not) have an effect on the learning gains. We should also note that we are measuring short-term learning since the post-test is done just after the intervention. A “delayed-post-test” or even several of them at different instants of time might have also been included to measure long-term learning.

There is a moderate relationship between students’ post-test scores and their grades in the competition environment, as well as between students’ post-test scores and opponents’ post-test scores. These results also validate the fairness of the competition environment. However, the relationship is not perfect since for example the scoring system tends to narrow the gap between students with higher abilities and students with lower abilities.

Students’ answers to the survey are consistent with the results from students’ interactions with the computer-based competition environment: an increase in learning gains is obtained when using adaptive contents, which is in line with a better consideration of the appropriateness of exercises. In addition, the considerations of fairness about the scoring system and pairings are consistent with the comparison between post-test grades and students’ grades in the competition environment.

As future work, we would like to run experiments using competition in massive environments, e.g. such as the ones enabled by MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). These experiments would allow extracting conclusions depending on different user features such as culture or age.

Moreover, an interesting future research line direction would be the extension of the learning analytics support for competition. For example, it would be very interesting to include the detection of new student indicators related to self-regulation and self-reflection and make students aware of these indicators, and study also the effect of the competition in relation with these indicators.
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